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Abstract: The capacity to adapt can greatly influence the success of systems that need to 
compensate for damaged parts, learn how to achieve robust performance in new environments, or 
exploit novel opportunities that originate from new technological interfaces or emerging markets. 
Many of the conditions in which technology is required to adapt cannot be anticipated during its 
design stage, creating a significant challenge for the designer. Inspired by the study of a range of 
biological systems, we propose that degeneracy – the realization of multiple, functionally versatile 
components with contextually overlapping functional redundancy – will support adaptation in 
technologies because it effects pervasive flexibility, evolutionary innovation, and homeostatic 
robustness. We provide examples of degeneracy in a number of rudimentary living technologies 
from military socio-technical systems to swarm robotics and we present design principles – including 
protocols, loose regulatory coupling, and functional versatility – that allow degeneracy to arise in 
both biological and man-made systems. 
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 1. Introduction 
Unanticipated requirements can arise throughout a technology’s life and are a notoriously difficult 
engineering problem and a challenging research topic because past routines and contingency plans 
will be of limited utility. Dealing with new challenges requires exploration, diversity, and bet-
hedging: principles that are common to any discipline in which responses to novelty determine 
competitive success.   
However these conceptualizations of adaptive behaviour provide only approximate descriptive 
accounts of how complex technologies can be designed to achieve robustness and adaptation in 
novel circumstances. Importantly, it is still poorly understood how adaptive options are generated 
and exploited within a systems context without sacrificing other objectives related to efficiency and 
effectiveness. Recent theories have proposed that a biological property known as degeneracy plays 
an important role in establishing synergistic relationships between biosystem complexity, adaptive 
potential, robustness, and efficiency [1]. In this paper, we will explore how the development of 
degeneracy in living technologies [2]  may help these systems acquire desirable adaptive features. 
We will propose a precise form of diversity using degeneracy based design principles that can 
support distributed robustness in a number of social and technological multi-agent systems. While 
not a complete recipe for realizing the living technology vision, the principles emphasized here have 
been chosen because they are ubiquitous in evolvable biosystems, are mostly absent in fragile and 
non-adaptive designed systems, and are notably absent in all but a few discussions that address the 
requisite conditions of artificial life [3], artificial intelligence [4], and living technologies [5, 6].  
2. The Design and Development of Flexible Systems 
If flexibility only exists in places where we perceive future need, then our resilience will be limited by 
our foresight. Because novel requirements are not predictable, flexible responses to novelty cannot 
be entirely pre-specified. Instead, flexibility must be a pervasive property that emerges on demand 
without explicit planning or foresight. 
Researchers and engineers from largely isolated disciplines have uncovered similar principles that 
contribute to the design or evolution of adaptive systems and appear to be widely applicable within 
ecosystems, biochemical networks, systems engineering, and human organizations [7-10]. Primary 
factors that contribute to resilience of food-webs, canalization of multi-cellular development, 
physiological homeostasis, and robust control of automated manufacturing processes include 
intuitive engineering concepts such as functional redundancy, bet-hedging, saturation effects, and 
fail-safe principles. 
Feedback control concepts have been particularly successful in explaining robustness in a wide range 
of systems including biological networks [11-14]. These findings have received considerable publicity 
in biology, in part because they support the view of a top-down deconstruction of biological 
complexity that could reveal intuitive insights into the exceptional robustness and adaptive potential 
of living systems [15].  
Less attention has been given to evidence that the majority of robustness in biological systems 
cannot be attributed to simple feedback loops or to perfect redundancy [9, 10, 16-21]. Even though 
control theoretic principles are relevant to biological robustness, the sets of components displaying 
single reference point, closed-loop control principles only do so within tightly restricted 
(microenvironment) conditions and it is more often the case that numerous interdependent actions 
amongst diverse biological elements are integrated over space and time with robustness emerging in 
a distributed fashion. In biology, this phenomenon is referred to as distributed robustness [18, 19] or 
emergent flexibility [5].   
Biological and ecological research on distributed robustness has uncovered statistical patterns of 
regulatory (activation/inhibition) and mass-action interactions that are positively correlated with 
robustness including nested feedback loops, bow-tie architectures, and long-tail distributions of 
regulatory interactions [16, 22, 23]. For instance, in the immune system [24] and metabolism [22], 
distributed robustness is facilitated in part by a multi-scaled bow-tie architecture: at many scales of 
the system there exist multiple pathways to achieving a given function/effect. The result of these 
multiple pathways is that the system is endowed with exceptional flexibility when operating under 
stressed conditions. Interestingly, these pathways are compensatory but not entirely redundant: in 
many circumstances they contribute to entirely different functions. As a simple example, the 
metabolism of glucose can take place through two distinct pathways; glycolysis and the pentose 
phosphate pathway. Although these pathways can substitute for each other when necessary, the 
entirety of their metabolic effects is not identical. Distributed robustness can emerge in similar ways 
within human organizational contexts. For instance, military adaptive capabilities arise within 
networked force elements that compensate and complement each other. This allows for a 
changeable organizational form that emerges in response to deployment contexts of large (and 
dangerous) uncertainty.  
Within socio-technical systems, it is not controversial to assert that adequate responses toward 
novel internal and external stresses generally require flexibility in what/when/where actions are 
taken by a combination of human, hardware, and electronic assets. However, because the 
what/when/where of novel requirements is fundamentally unpredictable, the flexibility needed to 
respond to this novelty cannot be pre-specified based on the anticipation of future conditions. 
Instead, the adequate provision of flexibility requires it to be a pervasive system property that can 
emerge without explicit planning or foresight. Importantly, if flexibility only arises in the places 
where we perceive future need then resilience will be limited by our foresight, e.g. our ability to 
predict plausible future scenarios.  
A rich history of engineering and planning experience suggests that pervasive flexibility is 
prohibitively costly and impractical due to the inefficiency of idle redundant resources (robustness-
efficiency trade-off). The alternative, where resource flexibility emerges on demand without 
requiring idle/backup resources, is not easily imagined within a technological or engineering context. 
In some circumstances, flexibility requires diversity in options, not redundancy, however there are 
management overhead costs from diversity that add to system complexity and should slow-down 
the speed of adaptation in large systems (complexity-adaptation trade-off). Drawing from these 
perspectives, pervasive flexibility is assumed to only be possible in nature because natural selection 
permits inefficiency and a slow pace of adaptation. The problem with these assumptions is that they 
are inaccurate and misleading: biological systems evolve within highly competitive and resource-
constrained environments and rapid evolutionary change is common in even the most complex 
species [25]. Biological systems bypass or partly resolve the conflicts between robustness, efficiency, 
complexity, and evolvability that limit technological capabilities [1].  
Although survival and fecundity are not perfect analogues to market-based forces, some researchers 
believe that the similarities are sufficient in some circumstances to warrant research into the nature-
inspired design of artificial systems. Recently we proposed a theory to explain how pervasive forms 
of biological flexibility are achieved at high levels of efficiency through a property known as 
degeneracy [19]. Degeneracy refers to a unique situation where groups of agents will exhibit 
functional redundancy in some contexts but functional diversity in others.  
3. Contributing Factors for Adaptation in Biological, Social, and 
Engineered Systems 
To understand how degeneracy can achieve the proposed effects, it is helpful to first discuss the 
typical options that are available to a system that is responding to novel conditions. As listed in 
Figure 1 and Table 1, response options typically involve one or a combination of the following:  
1. reducing exposure to unwanted conditions by manipulating the environment;  
2. reducing exposure to unwanted conditions through mobility within environment; 
3. adapting system behaviour in response to environmental change in order to improve, 
maintain, or repair a capability output; 
4. designing high quality components that are individually robust towards stress and damage. 
In this case, no adaptive response is required. 
Each of these options may invoke prototypical examples in the reader’s mind, however each is 
widely applicable across many systems contexts. Response options are a prerequisite for adaptation 
and involve one or a combination of the following actions:  
1. Changes in how much, when, and where resources are needed: This form of adaptation 
requires options to quickly change the quantity of a particular functional output at a 
particular place and time. Excess backup resources can support this type of adaptation, 
however idle resources reduce average efficiency and thus can be costly.   
2. Changes in task specifications: unexpected conditions sometimes require a function to be 
executed in a manner that deviates from the norm. Maintaining diversity in the options for 
executing a task, with each option displaying unique vulnerabilities, can provide reliability in 
the face of novel requirements. Option diversity is typically not random and instead reflects 
an accumulated knowledge of expected disturbances. For instance, bet-hedging strategies 
drawn from portfolio theory are used in several disciplines to reduce the likelihood of large 
systemic risks against known uncertainties [26-28]. 
3. Functional novelty (exaptation): New environments can reveal opportunities to utilize 
existing components in novel ways: a class of adaptation that is known to biologists as 
exaptation [29]. Maintaining diversity in options/assets/agents can improve the likelihood of 
discovering exaptation opportunities. Successful R&D departments (e.g. at 3M, Apple, 
Google) are often in the habit of exploring potential exaptations for existing products or 
organizational competencies. 
In summary, adaptation involves several distinct requirements, in some cases demanding 
quantitative changes in functional outputs through redundancy while in other cases demanding 
qualitatively diverse options to sustain functional capabilities in novel environments or to 
explore new capability opportunities.  In systems engineering and organization science, these 
requirements for adaptation have been addressed through largely separate programs involving 
redundancy, bet-hedging, exploration, and related strategies in Figure 1 and Table 1.  
 
Figure 1: four pathways for adapting to environmental stress: environmental shaping – regulate the environment so 
fragilities are not accessed/revealed; environmental tracking – move to new environments where performance can 
be maintained; reorganization – adapt system response in order to sustain or improve upon system objectives; 
resistance – design high quality components that resist damage from perturbations  
Table 1: factors that contribute to robust system performance under volatile conditions  
Mechanisms and 
properties that enhance 
robustness
Biological Examples Engineering and Management 
Science Examples
Military Examples
Reliability through 
functional and pathway 
redundancy (distinct 
components/pathways that 
are interchangeable and 
thus robust against the loss 
of a single component)
Gene regulation,  protein functionality, metabolic and 
signalling pathways, and neural anatomy can be highly 
degenerate and thus display some degree of 
functionally redundancy. 
Empirically driven placement of 
backup devices as well as 
storage/maintenance/preservation 
facilities can buffer against 
fluctuating operating conditions or 
component failure.
Feedback diagnositics for 
preventative maintenance to 
replace components before they fail.
Backup communications, excess 
resources, and multiple options for 
completing a mission all provide 
reliability under uncertain 
conditions
Resistance (robustness of 
component towards 
variable conditions removes 
need for any system level 
response)
Many types of threshold effects in biology appear as 
sub-systems with innate (albiet bounded) resistance to 
change (e.g. Genetic switches, TCR mediated activation 
of T cells, neural activation)
High cost ultraquality components 
with lower rates of failure can 
provide reliability in circumstances 
where replacement is impractical.
Rugged high performance 
equipment is a common feature of 
defence hardware
Local environment shaping 
/regulation (Instead of 
achieving robustness by
responding to 
environmental stress, it is 
sometimes possible to 
shape the environment in 
ways that allow a system to 
avoid exposure to damaging 
stress)
Niche construction and environment simplification alter 
the type and frequency of perturbations encountered.
Heat shock proteins (e.g. Hsp90) assist other proteins to 
fold and refold into functionally relevant conformations 
and confer conformational robustness toward thermal 
fluctuations and canalize a broad range of 
morphological traits {Rutherford, 1998 #966}. 
Localization of harmful pathogens through  tissue 
inflamation or through ingestion by macrophages
Monitoring and controlling sub-
system operating environments can 
reduce exposure to damaging 
perturbations.
Fail-safe principles can dynamically 
encapsulate subsystems (i.e. 
dynamically constructed modularity) 
and prevent failures from 
propagating into expensive devices 
and system critical operations. 
Armour, secure/safe zones, bunkers, 
provide protection to otherwise 
vulnerable assets.
Engagement with local communities 
helps to shape risks and resources
Mobility (having the ability 
to move or be moved into 
environments can enable 
functions to be achieved 
when conditions demand 
them or to be relocated 
when hostile conditions 
develop)
Predator avoidance, adaptive foraging, migration, and 
seed dispersal all provide options for populations to 
seek out and track suitable habitats.
A considerable amount of military 
hardware has the express purpose
of providing mobility in various 
circumstances
 
4. Degeneracy 
The distinct forms of adaptation discussed in the previous sections are each partly supported in 
biological systems through degeneracy. Degeneracy is a property seen in repertoires of multi-
functional agents when some of the agents are functionally interoperable for certain types of tasks 
but uniquely functionally qualified for others (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: multi-functional agents are shown that are either perfectly identical in functional capabilities (purely 
redundant) or partially redundant (degenerate).  
Degeneracy is not restricted to biological systems and can be easily seen in many complex adaptive 
systems. Conceptual illustrations of degeneracy are given in Figure 3 for small and large defence 
systems including military field vehicles, joint operations, and multi-nation alliances. Additional 
biological and human organizational examples are listed in Table 2.  
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Figure 3 Examples of degeneracy at different levels of organization in Defence.  Panel a) Different vehicle types have 
unique tradeoffs that define the conditions under which they can operate. The continuous tradeoff surface (arcs) 
conceptually illustrates a vehicle’s operational range. The red node typifies a set of conditions under which either 
vehicle type is suitable. The black nodes represent a task where condition two is a hard constraint and condition one is a 
soft constraint. Either vehicle can perform the task but at different performance levels.  Blue nodes are tasks where each 
vehicle is uniquely qualified.  Panel b) Vehicles 1 and 2 from Panel a are degenerate, i.e. under certain conditions the 
vehicles are interoperable while in others the vehicles are uniquely qualified. Panel c) Degeneracy in the relationship 
between defence force elements and combat functions. Panel d) Degeneracy in the relationship between nations and  
strategic capabilities. 
 
Table 2 System classes where agents are multifunctional and have functions that can partially overlap with other agents.  
Degeneracy is observed in each case through the conditional interoperability in tasks. 
 
 5. The logical and intuitive benefits from degeneracy 
Some of the desirable properties that arise from degeneracy can be related to simple concepts such 
as functional redundancy, bet-hedging, and exploratory behaviour. One simple way degenerate 
components contribute to adaptation is through component multi-functionality. By being able to 
contribute to a variety of tasks, multi-functional components can change what they do and 
contribute to system responses involving quantitative changes in functional outputs. Simply stated, 
multi-functional components can engage in one particular function if more resources for that 
function are needed or be reassigned to one of its other functions if fewer of those resources are 
needed. Thus, multi-functional agents can support adaptive responses to changing task 
requirements (Figure 4a,b).  
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Figure 4 Panel a,b) Multi-functional components are less likely to sit idle under fluctuating task requirements. Panel a) 
probability of events where each task (a,b) has a 50% probability of occurring and tasks are 100% positively correlated 
(r=1), uncorrelated (r-0), and 100%negatively correlated (r=-1).  Panel b) Expected utilization rate for bi-functional (a+b) 
and uni-functional (a or b) agents.  Panel c) Expected availability for a specific task.  Panel d) structural differences can 
enhance reliability in executing a function. Panel e) A greater variety of novel functions can be revealed when 
degenerate agents are placed in new environments. 
Components that are degenerate can also support bet-hedging and exploratory adaptive responses. 
First, degenerate components are functionally interchangeable for certain tasks but achieve these 
tasks in different ways. These differences can lead to differences in agent performance when tasks 
are executed under novel or rare conditions. Because of this context-revealed “response diversity” 
(Figure 4d), satisfying a particular task under unexpected novel conditions is more likely to be 
possible by a repertoire of degenerate versus redundant components.  In a similar vein, degenerate 
components can harbour somewhat distinct vulnerabilities thus increasing the likelihood that at 
least one component will not fail when confronted with a novel or rare disturbance, thus providing a 
basic form of bet-hedging. 
Novel environments sometimes reveal opportunities for a component to be co-opted to perform a 
new beneficial function. With behavioral differences amongst degenerate components, each 
component harbours a contextually unique potential for co-option. A group of degenerate elements 
thus provides greater opportunities for exploring innovative capabilities and for responding to novel 
functional requirements.   
Emergent benefits from degeneracy 
Degeneracy can also support emergent forms of distributed flexibility that could be relevant to the 
adaptive capabilities of living technologies. First, when multi-functional components are 
interoperable in only a subset of their functions (i.e. degenerate), fluctuating task requirements can 
cause interoperability options to become synergistically linked and result in a basic form of 
distributed robustness. An example of this “synergistic linkage” is illustrated in Figure 5a. In the 
figure, Agent B can perform either task 2 or 3. If Agent B has no task assigned to it, then it is 
available to take over tasks (of type 2 or 3) assigned to Agents A or C. This allows Agents A and C to 
be available for tasks (of type 1 and 4) that Agent B could not carry out. In other words, resources of 
Agent B not only support adaptation toward variable demands in tasks 2 and 3, they can also 
indirectly enable new resources to be available for tasks 1 and 4: tasks that are unrelated to Agent B. 
While perfect interoperability deconstrains which agents are assigned to a given task, partial 
interoperability allows excess resources related to a particular task to support fluctuations in 
unrelated tasks.  As a result, small amounts of local excess resources can be utilized in a highly 
versatile manner, thereby increasing the variety of task fluctuations that a system can respond to. 
We have shown that this simple effect can fundamentally alter the trade-off between robustness 
and efficiency [19]. 
In particular, we have discovered that some architectures allow systems to respond to enormous 
task fluctuations; a phenomena that we described as the Networked Buffering (NB) hypothesis [19].  
According to NB, if partial interoperability relationships form a connected network (Figure 5c), then 
the repertoire of response options towards different task requirements can become very large. This 
is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 5c and quantitatively validated in multi-agent simulations in 
Figure 5d. In contrast, when multi-functional components are designed/trained so that functions are 
clustered within organizational stovepipes, a multiplier effect is not observed (Figure 5b,d).  The 
distributed robustness just described is arguably seen in electron transport within large proteins 
[31], in bipartite protein-ligand interaction networks [19], in the mutualistic and trophic interactions 
of ecosystems [19] , and in human organizations and military field vehicle fleets [5].   
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Figure 5 Panel a: The presence of unutilized type B agents can directly buffer fluctuations for task types 2 and 3. Type B 
agents are partly interoperable with type A and C agents, and thereby can free up resources for changes in task type 1 
and 4 requirements.  Panel b: Flexibility conferred in random (non-optimized) protein affinity networks with increases in 
protein expression (excess resources) for protein affinity networks with and without degeneracy. Taken from [30]. Panel 
c: bi-functional agents designed to be partially interoperable (degenerate) with high flexibility conferred through a 
degeneracy backbone (left diagram) or fully interoperable (redundant) agents that are operationally isolated within 
functional clusters (right diagram). Adapted from [1].  Panel d: Robustness in fleets of multi-functional vehicles that 
were optimized to be maximally flexible towards a variety of mission scenarios. Quantitative differences in scenario task 
requirements are scaled proportionally with fleet size.  Adapted from [5]. 
For instance, we explored simulated vehicle fleets where partial interoperability in vehicle task 
capabilities was optimized to improve fleet responses toward anticipated variability in mission 
requirements. When partial interoperability was permitted to arise in the fleet design, we recorded 
improvements in fleet performance towards anticipated scenarios (Figure 5d) and greater 
robustness toward stresses that were not planned for during fleet development [5].  Interestingly 
adaptive responses that were optimized to address specific mission variations were also found to 
inadvertently support the emergence of pervasive flexibility options that could arise on demand and 
be co-opted on an ad-hoc basis to respond to conditions not previously encountered or planned for.  
We showed in [19] that these new adaptive capabilities are likely due to the networked buffering 
effect just described (Figure 5c) and in [32] we proposed that similar principles can be applied to 
agile manufacturing processes involving semi-autonomous robots. Although this networked 
buffering effect increases the complexity of resource allocation decisions, we also found that the 
pervasive flexibility from NB endows a system with many high performance configurations. This 
desensitizes the system to sub-optimal local decisions thus partially negating conflicts between the 
system’s adaptive response speed and the diversity contained in the response repertoire. In other 
words, NB partially resolves the robustness-efficiency conflicts and complexity-adaptation conflicts 
that plague engineered systems but are less prominent in biological networks.  
One possible reason that this design approach is rarely tested is that multi-functional agents must 
share their time across several related functions and thus are not reliably available for each function 
they participate in (Figure 4c). However groups of partly interoperable agents counterintuitively 
display improved functional reliability at the group level as a result of resource allocation flexibility. 
This flexibility and associated reliability has been found to grow rapidly with gradual increases to 
excess resources (Figure 5b). 
While the distributed flexibility we described relates to quantitative changes in a system’s functional 
outputs, within a systems context this flexibility also becomes essential when exploiting exaptations 
or exploiting adaptations from response diversity. For instance, in efficient/optimized systems, 
selecting an adaptive option from a repertoire of diverse resources can reduce the availability of 
these co-opted resources for their original tasks thereby creating internal stresses on the 
what/when/where options for a system’s other operational outputs. In such circumstances, task 
assignment flexibility becomes an important foundation for these higher level adaptive capabilities.  
6. Recommendations for Enabling Degeneracy  
Shared Protocols, Agent Versatility, and Loose Coupling constitute a set of quantifiable design 
principles for realizing degeneracy and the emergence of pervasive flexibility in living technologies. 
Degeneracy and network buffering architectures can be incorporated into living technologies 
through the inclusion of clearly definable system features. These features have evolved in biological 
systems over long periods of time through major evolutionary transitions and have become 
ubiquitous in present day species, particularly in multi-cellular Eukaryotes, through repeated rounds 
of adaptive radiation [33] . In stark contrast to the fortuitous discovery of these properties within 
different biological contexts, we contend that these properties can be intentionally selected, 
designed, and encouraged. By enabling the systematic development of degeneracy, these properties 
support the development of living technologies that flexibly respond to unplanned changes at all 
scales of a system from operational environment and internal design to user preferences and 
competitive marketplace.  
As a design principle, degeneracy can be realized in technological systems that exhibit the following 
features:  
1. Shared Protocols 
2. Agent Versatility 
3. Loose Regulatory Coupling 
We describe each of these design features while ignoring their biological and engineering 
motivations, history, and the technical jargon that pervades the research informing this discussion. 
An overview of these features is provided in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: architecture of agent interactions and design that enable degeneracy.  An agent consists of a protocol 
constrained input that determines activation/engagement by many structurally distinct agents, and a versatile 
functionality that allows the agent to engage in different functions.  These “many agents-to-one function” and “one 
agent-to-many function” mappings  are preconditions for realizing degeneracy and systemic flexibility through 
networked buffering (Fig 3). 
 
Shared Protocols 
Plug-and-play compatibility provides unbounded opportunities for communication/interaction 
amongst technological artefacts. This supports the fortuitous discovery of novel service 
combinations and the occasional reorganization of networked services to reveal novel capabilities. 
Such combinatorial flexibility is achieved in part by requiring agents to adhere to protocols. 
Protocols are standard procedures or “rules of engagement” [34] that specify conditions that must 
be met in order to execute a particular task or elicit a particular response/behavior in other agents 
[15, 34, 35]. Protocols enable non-trivial interactions amongst agents with little knowledge about 
the internal operations of the other. Instead, small amounts of information sharing between agents 
can be used to guide/inform elaborate patterns of action by each agent.  
In agent-agent interactions, protocols manage relationships by defining precise rules for how the 
behavior of an agent is influenced by others. Although protocols constrain how agents can interact 
and communicate, they also desconstrain the potential for new collaborations because any agent 
can plug-and-play once it meets the protocol criteria.  Within the context of the task-centric 
conceptual framework favoured in this article, protocols can be viewed as an agreed standard for 
the successful completion of tasks. From this perspective, protocols provide a design principle by 
which diverse components engage in functionally similar activities (functional redundancy) and thus 
help to manage a key requirement for the realization of degeneracy (Error! Reference source not 
found.a). 
There are many examples of protocols that arise in different systems contexts. In biology, protocols 
have evolved and are seen in the energy currencies of metabolism, in cell-cell communication of 
neurons by activation potential, and in the universal usage of nucleotide sequence codons in gene 
transcription. In informal social systems, protocols emerge through shared acceptance of cultural 
norms that spread like viruses over socially connected and susceptible segments of a society. In 
technological systems, protocols are often explicitly established during system design, e.g. the 
internet’s TCP/IP protocol stack. 
The role of protocols in agent-based collaborations is not restricted to direct interactions.  For 
instance, the manipulation of shared environmental artefacts using standards of manipulation 
(known to biologists as stigmergy) can provide cues for actions that are taken by other agents in the 
environment.  
Agent Versatility 
Versatility describes the ability to competently perform a variety of partly related tasks or functions.  
When agents are functionally versatile, functions are invoked based on the agent’s current state and 
cues from its local surroundings.  Within a systems context, functional versatility might allow an 
agent to collaborate with or support (“plug into”) a variety of different agents that each require 
engagement using different protocols. 
 
The behaviour of versatile components is influenced by environmental cues and therefore can be 
responsive towards changing task requirements, e.g. changed requirements in operational outputs, 
replacement of degraded units, or replacement of units that have been assigned to other tasks. Pairs 
of versatile agents may appear functionally interoperable for certain tasks but uniquely functionally 
qualified for others, thereby enabling defining attributes of degeneracy to arise (Error! Reference 
source not found.).  Conversely, degeneracy cannot be observed without functional versatility. 
 
Loose Regulatory Coupling 
The ability to establish degeneracy within a system architecture is supported by the presence of 
shared protocols and loose regulatory coupling. Loose regulatory coupling refers to circumstances 
where the design features that determine agent behavioural responses (input protocols) are 
encapsulated and independent from design features that influence an agent’s functional capabilities; 
see Figure 6. With loose regulatory coupling, design changes to agent functions will rarely require 
new input specifications or changes to the external cues that motivate agent activity. On the other 
hand, without loose regulatory coupling, agent design changes can alter an agent’s protocols for 
engagement. This may in turn require collaborating agents to modify their behaviour, or worse may 
require changes in the design of collaborating agents that then propagate new requirements to still 
other agents of the system. 
Loose regulatory coupling is a key innovation in gene regulation and some signalling pathways [36] 
and has played a major role in the evolvability of biological systems [33]. The lack of loose regulatory 
coupling increases fragility within interdependent systems towards even small changes in design 
because of propagating change requirements in other interacting components. Conversely, loose 
regulatory coupling enables co-option of degenerate elements for innovative use in new applications 
without the propagation of new design requirements, i.e. it is a vital facilitator of design exaptation 
by degeneracy. 
7. Discussion 
Understanding Complexity in Living Technologies 
Complexity is a poorly understood concept in science, in part because it has been attributed multiple 
imprecise meanings.  While the term complexity generally relates to the interdependence of 
component behaviour/actions/functions, it is an otherwise ambiguous term and there is no 
consensus as to its meaning or measurement, e.g. [37]  [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. In [44] they point 
out at least three different meanings commonly associated with complexity: 
• Complexity of size: a large number of diverse components 
• Complexity of interconnection: a large number of highly specific forms of engagement 
amongst components 
• Complexity of interaction: system components are functionally versatile and interact with 
numerous other components in a manner that is tailored to the interaction context.  
 
In engineering, complexity often refers to sophisticated services that require interdependent actions 
of single-purpose devices; each occurring in specific ways, places, and times. In other words, 
engineering complexity often relates to complexity of interconnection. In the absence redundancy 
and diversity, interconnection complexity can reduce a system’s adaptive potential in a manner that 
is easy to appreciate.  
Starting with a single device, the number and exactness of operational constraints/specifications will 
restrict the proportion of operating conditions that will meet these requirements. Although the 
trade-off between operating constraints and operational feasibility is not necessarily linear or 
monotonic, the reliability of many multi-device services become more fragile to novel internal and 
external conditions as more components are added that each co-specify the feasible operating 
conditions of others contributing to the service. In other words, the operating requirements placed 
on each device become more exacting as its function becomes more reliant on the 
actions/states/behaviours of others, e.g. through direct interaction, through sharing or modifying 
the same local resources, or indirectly through failure propagation. Services with this 
interconnection complexity can become more fragile to atypical component behaviours and atypical 
events because a greater proportion of events will exceed the operational tolerance thresholds in at 
least one device, with the propagation characteristics of these threshold-crossing events 
determining the likelihood of sub-system and system-wide failure. To reduce the frequency of 
failures, a design approach is sometimes taken that assumes predictability and relies on carefully 
placed backup devices, the monitoring of intermediate system states, and the incorporation of a 
variety of fail-safe procedures. Failures can still be prevalent in such systems however as discussed in 
detail for Xerox photocopiers [45] and for some large organizations that have experienced rapid 
change such as DuPont [46]. Design principles such as modularity and loose coupling can help reduce 
the size and frequency of some failures, however adaptation processes containing repertoires of 
system response options are still essential for achieving reliable performance under unexpected 
conditions. 
The same conditions that limit operational robustness toward unanticipated events can also place 
limits on the adaptability of system design.  When systems are designed from single purpose devices 
that are each uniquely suitable for a system-critical function, this establishes a tight coupling 
between system performance, the reliability of a function, the continued normal operation of the 
device providing that function, and the continued compatibility of that device with other interacting 
devices.
1
  Novel redesign of devices is thus constrained by a need to properly interact/communicate 
with other specific devices.  With engineering driven to maximize efficiency and performance, small 
design adjustments are repeatedly made over time to improve efficiency under standard operating 
conditions, i.e. the system’s design becomes well-adapted to a specific and well-controlled 
environment. As a system’s design matures (evolves) in this way, there can become fewer 
alternative system configurations for achieving each given task and fewer degrees of freedom for 
modifying a system’s design without compromising function.   
If the environment or system priorities were to substantially change, this creates a need for system 
redesign and a lack of useful redesign options can create tension that grows over time. Eventually a 
failure to meet system-level goals can make reengineering unavoidable, however with the redesign 
constraints just discussed, design modifications become necessary in many components 
simultaneously; a phenomena that is ubiquitous in complex engineering artefacts and nicely 
illustrated by the dramatic redesign of complex software, e.g operating systems. A large 
reengineering effort often runs roughshod over the accumulated and highly contextual knowledge 
that was built during its earlier maturation, causing many large reengineering and change 
management projects to appear as failures when compared to prior system performance.   
Complexity in Biology 
Highly sophisticated services also exist in biological systems that require many different sub-
functions and process pathways to be executed. However, the building blocks of biological systems 
are not single purpose devices with predefined functionality and instead display considerable 
overlap in function, functional versatility, and degeneracy.  
While occasional slowdowns in the tempo of adaptation is inevitable and occurs in biological 
evolution as well (e.g. under stabilizing selection), there is little evidence to suggest that biological 
systems experience the same built-up tension from gradual changes in the environment or the same 
sensitivity to incremental design changes. We believe this is because degeneracy affords a weaker 
coupling between the functions performed and the components involved in achieving them [33]. 
Within an abstract design space or fitness landscape, one might say that engineered systems find 
themselves on isolated adaptive peaks where large movements in design space are needed in order 
to find new feasible/viable design options while biological systems reside on highly connected 
neutral plateaus. Although many complexity science researchers have used the rugged fitness 
landscape metaphor to advocate the need for disruptive and explorative search in the evolution of 
technologies, this is neither required nor observed in biological evolution. 
In biological evolution, continued species survival requires that incremental adaptive design changes 
can be discovered that do not lead to a propagation of redesign requirements in other components 
in the system, i.e. macro-mutation is a negligible contributor to the evolution of complex species. 
                                                        
1
 While functional redundancy is sometimes designed into a system, it is almost always treated as a backup 
device that is not utilized under standard operating procedures. 
Instead, single heritable (design) changes are found that lead to (possibly context-specific) novel 
interaction opportunities for a component, flexible reorganization of component interactions (that 
still maintain core functionalities), and in some cases a subsequent compounding of novel 
opportunities within the system [47]. In other words, the requirement is one of incremental changes 
in design and compartmentalized, but not necessarily incremental, changes in system behaviour.  In 
their paper “Evolvability”, Kirchner and Gerhart present a number of illuminating biological 
examples where this flexible reorganization takes place at cellular and developmental levels [33]. 
Degeneracy, and its associated complexity of interaction (multi-functionality) can support this 
flexibility through redundancy and diversity and sometimes by providing forms of distributed 
flexibility that can only be realized within a systems context. In short, based on the arguments 
outlined here, we propose that degeneracy could play a major role in the realization of pervasive 
flexibility within living technologies. 
8. Swarm Robotics 
Many of the aspirational properties of living technologies are also implicit goals in swarm robotics 
research. Swarms of simple cooperative robots are being studied for their ability to solve complex 
real-world tasks in which adaptive responses to unexpected conditions and component failure is 
essential to success. The swarm concept is inspired in part by social insects where local information, 
limited communication, and decentralized control can provide powerful emergent properties and 
robust problem solving skills. 
Many studies have only considered robots that are identical in form and function and these swarms 
have been found to produce a limited repertoire of system behaviors.  An important exception is the 
swarmanoid project [48].  The swarmanoid project has constructed systems of heterogeneous and 
dynamically connected autonomous robots. Through functional collaboration, communication, and 
assembly, the swarmanoid achieves multi-robot functions that are qualitatively distinct from the 
capabilities of the individual robots acting in isolation.  Three types of robots have been created – 
eye-bots, hand-bots, and foot-bots – that cooperate in a swarm of dozens of robots to achieve goals 
involving multiple complex sub-tasks.  Each robot in swarmanoid is functionally versatile and 
interacts with its environment in several non-trivial ways.  For instance, the eye-bots are specialized 
for sensing and analyzing the environment but can also fly and magnetically attach themselves to a 
ceiling, thereby expanding the robot’s sensing and communication capabilities.  Hand-bots are able 
to use their hands in a versatile way; climbing, grabbing, and manipulating other robots.  Foot-bots 
are specialized to move over rough terrain and can transport a variety of objects including other 
robots.  The swarminoid system provides a proof of principle that swarms of functionally unique 
robots can cooperate to achieve complex tasks. Protocols for robot-robot engagement enable a plug 
and play architecture that, in principle, can be extended to integrate new robot designs into the 
swarm collective.  It is also conceivable for novel functions to be discovered through new swarm 
configurations that are guided by new patterns of environmental cues.  In short, important forms of 
operational adaptation and design evolution are attainable in swarmanoid. 
 
 Figure 7 Photos of swarmanoid eye-bot (left), hand-bot being carried by three foot-bots (center) and foot-bot (right). 
 
A video of the swarmanoid system in action won the 2011 AAAI video competition for exciting 
advances in artificial intelligence (http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/swarmanoid-the-movie). While constituting 
an exceptional advancement over existing swarm systems, the video would seem to suggest that the 
swarm relies greatly on the presence of well controlled environmental conditions in order to 
perform its tasks. Based on the principles outlined in this article, we propose a few changes to the 
swarmanoid system that could dramatically improve system flexibility and thereby improve swarm 
performance in a heterogeneous and uncertain environment.   
Decomposing the swarmanoid system into its most simple functions (e.g. sensing, moving, climbing, 
flying), it is clear that the components that make up the robots exhibit high redundancy but 
relatively little degeneracy. The design of each functional component used in the construction of a 
swarmanoid robot is a result of difficult decisions involving tradeoffs between factors such as energy 
efficiency, dimensional constraints, functional range, strength, processor power, and durability.  
Selecting a design for each component of a robot represents a choice amongst design solutions on a 
multi-objective Pareto front where improvements in one objective are likely to have a negative 
impact on at least one other objective.  Each design option for a component will correspond with a 
range of conditions in which the component could perform a given function (e.g. see Figure 3). 
Comparisons between component design options residing on the Pareto front may in some cases 
reveal a partial overlap in the conditions in which two designs are interchangeable, i.e. degeneracy. 
Similar functional overlaps can also arise in comparisons between entire robots and multi-robot 
assemblies. 
To realize benefits from degeneracy, multiple distinct components should be added that are 
functionally redundant under conditions where a function is most commonly needed, while 
providing unique functional competencies in less common but still important conditions. Unlike the 
wastefulness of simple redundancy, the components should only remain in the system if they are 
able to regularly contribute to tasks: no components should be allowed to sit idle and be retained for 
a low chance contingency.  For the flexibility afforded by degeneracy to actually be useful, it would 
also be necessary for the swarm to operate in a complex environment where many partially related 
tasks are required of the system.  However once the swarm was forced to operate under these more 
realistic conditions, the value from degeneracy would become more apparent. 
With a plug and play architecture introduced at the robot assembly level (e.g. plug and play of 
sensors, flying component, magnetic attachment, grabbing device, chassis, battery, etc), and with 
alternative designs provided for each component, large combinations of new robot configurations 
would be available to expand the structural and functional diversity of the robot swarm. This would 
result in a system that could no longer be easily decomposed into distinct classes of foot, hand, and 
eye-bots. Assuming that protocols for collaboration and robot-robot assembly were maintained, and 
assuming that robots could explore their functional limitations in a safe environment, this diversity 
should allow the swarmanoid system to complete complex tasks in a greater variety of operational 
environments.  Robustness is a key determinant of the commercial viability of robot swarms and the 
added complexity from degeneracy would need to be gradually developed to ensure reliability in a 
variable environment. However through the incremental testing and evolution of new robot designs, 
we believe that degeneracy can contribute to the flexibility of the swarm and increase the swarm’s 
commercialization potential for complex and dangerous environments such as rescue operations, 
mining, and space exploration. 
Importantly however, degeneracy provides more than just functional reliability in a volatile 
environment.  It also expands exaptation opportunities in which new multi-robot functions are 
discovered through their assembly and usage within novel environments. The new functions might 
not be optimal or even effective, however they provide useful information and guidance for the 
designer to create new component designs or new robot designs that can eventually expand system 
operations into an important niche environment and that could ultimately be important to the 
competitive success of the overall swarm. This narrative of environment-revealed adaptations 
followed by design modification is paralleled in biological evolution in the form of exaptations (co-
option of existing components for new functions) followed by mutation-driven genetic 
accommodation/assimilation (fine-tuning of the new functions).  
9. Conclusions 
Our research into distributed robustness suggests that classic reductionist valuations of resource 
redundancy can sometimes be highly inaccurate and lead to opposite conclusions regarding the 
value of versatile assets that are deployed within a volatile and uncertain environment [5]. We claim 
that a better understanding of distributed robustness requires that we move beyond heuristics 
where robustness from diversity is attributed entirely to bet-hedging and portfolio-theoretic 
arguments. What we sorely lack is a principled approach to systematically designing living 
technologies with forms of robustness and flexibility that can emerge on demand [5].  
The networked buffering described in this article illustrates one form of emergent robustness that 
can be understood and designed without knowing precisely where flexibility will be needed or what 
perturbations will be experienced. To achieve this networked buffering effect, elements in the 
system must display a partial overlap in functional capabilities: in some contexts providing functional 
redundancy while in others providing response diversity. In biology this unique type of group 
behaviour is known as degeneracy.  In this article we have described how component-level 
functional versatility and network-level functional redundancy enable degenerate elements to 
facilitate exaptations.  We have also described how the inclusion of protocols and loose coupling can 
enable the incremental evolution of highly degenerate systems.  Our previous research on the 
influence of degeneracy in multi-agent systems suggests that it could broadly contribute to the 
flexibility of living technologies.  In particular, we have found: 
1. Degeneracy can lead to an emergent form of systemic flexibility through what we call 
Networked Buffering (NB). Our NB hypothesis [2] extends the value of diversity beyond that 
of portfolio theory towards a system-level relationship between diversity, performance, and 
resilience.  
2. When organized into buffering networks, degeneracy can enhance a system’s capacity to 
take advantage of opportunities originating from component changes; exploit novel 
environmental conditions; and mitigate the effects from unanticipated stresses. Stated 
differently, systems with inbuilt degeneracy can develop an innate capacity to deal with 
unforeseen, new challenges.  
3. Degenerate systems can sometimes violate robustness-efficiency tradeoff constraints that 
are widely perceived as hard tradeoffs, e.g. physical conservation laws. The robustness-
efficiency balance attainable in systems with innate degeneracy significantly outperforms 
that achievable in systems where degeneracy is absent. 
4. The strategic advantage of highly degenerate multi-agent systems does not appear to 
degrade operational effectiveness. In particular, the benefits of NB appear to be attainable 
at very small cost in terms of management overheads when decision making is distributed 
across the system. 
Degeneracy is a system property that can be clearly articulated and defined for any system 
comprised of functionally versatile elements. Currently, there are several research programs that are 
exploring how the degeneracy concept can be translated into design principles for the realization of 
more flexible and resilient systems in different disciplines [4-6, 49]. For instance, in Defense 
capability studies, we have shown using simulations that fleets of land field vehicles with high 
degeneracy in task capabilities can improve operational robustness within anticipated mission 
scenarios yet at the strategic level provides exceptional design and organizational adaptability for 
responding to unanticipated challenges [5, 50]. We are also looking at how the degeneracy concept 
can be translated in the design of more flexible manufacturing and assembly systems [6], and for 
better performance in population-based dynamic optimization [4]. Still others are using these 
concepts to understand some of the weaknesses of contemporary peer review processes [51] and 
the requisite conditions for embodied [52] and simulated artificial life [3, 53, 54]. Simulations of 
protein-protein interaction networks and simple genome:proteome mappings have also suggested 
that degeneracy plays a fundamental role in facilitating positive relationships between mutational 
robustness and evolvability in biology [19, 30]. As a source of heritable variation and exaptation 
opportunities, degeneracy is believed to be an essential component of Darwinian evolution in 
natural populations, cf [5] [21, 30]. 
In this article we looked at how these ideas can assist in realizing some of the desirable features of 
living technologies. To ground these ideas we focused on swarm robotics as a case study and 
evaluated a particular system known as Swarmanoid. In many ways, the Swarmanoid project 
captures key design principles for the realization of behavioral adaptation, configurational flexibility, 
and design evolvability that are rare outside of natural systems. Swarmanoid exemplifies a system 
architecture with loose coupling in component design and a  plug and play modularity that facilitates 
dynamic assembly guided by environmental context.  The swarmanoid system supports self-
assembly, distributed decision making, and component diversity: features that have been sorely 
missing in most robotics research. 
However, to fully realize its potential as an applied living technology within environments that are 
volatile and uncertain, the swarmanoid system needs a greater degree of flexibility for responding to 
real-world conditions where the environment can vary from one task instance to the next. The 
flexibility afforded by degeneracy could provide advantages in the design and operation of robotic 
swarms, while the plug and play architecture already present through most of the Swarmanoid 
system should enable this diversity to arise from a relatively small set of core building blocks.  
General Recommendations 
Deriving benefits from degeneracy requires a top-down valuation of options under different 
scenarios (i.e. what aspects of diversity are translating into a competitive advantage) and a bottom-
up assessment of opportunity for the deployment of existing assets under a variety of new 
conditions. On the other hand, introducing degeneracy may involve additional design, training, and 
management overhead costs. To justify such changes, decision makers should consider: 
• an assessment of the changes in capabilities that expanded component functionality 
confers; 
• what cost containment is achievable from reusable training modules for skill development or 
from reusable physical modules in construction;  
• what are the expected returns on investment, e.g. does the system naturally lend itself to 
networked buffering effects where robustness can be increased significantly with negligible 
losses in efficiency.  
These decisions should be rational to individual stakeholders with incomplete information and 
without factoring in largely intangible benefits such as the potential for adaptation under 
unanticipated conditions. Enhancing a system’s adaptive capabilities involves difficult decisions. 
Trade-offs between the cost of redundancy and the need for flexibility require careful choices that 
reflect expectations on the size and nature of future volatility.  
Critics of nature-inspired design often claim that biological systems display costly levels of 
component (e.g. protein) complexity and gratuitous amounts of inefficiency. Degeneracy does 
indeed require considerable component diversity which can come with design costs and 
management overhead costs.  Biological systems solve this problem by creating degeneracy through 
the versatile re-use of a small number of molecular building blocks. Modular technological systems 
with a plug-and-play architecture should similarly be able to achieve high levels of degeneracy at 
relatively low costs.  
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